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Abstrat
This artile analyzes the present anomalies of osmology from the
point of view of integrable Weyl geometry. It uses P.A.M. Dira's
proposal for a weak extension of general relativity, with some small
adaptations. Simple models with interesting geometrial and physial
properties, not belonging to the Friedmann-Lemaître lass, are studied
in this frame. Those with positive spatial urvature (Einstein-Weyl
universes) go well together with observed mass density Ωm, CMB,
supernovae Ia data, and quasar frequenies. They suggest a physial
role for an equilibrium state of the Maxwell eld proposed by I.E. Segal
in the 1980s (Segal bakground) and for a time invariant balaning
ondition of vauum energy density. The latter leads to a surprising
agreement with the BF-theoretial alulation proposed by C. Castro
(Castro 2002).
1. Introdution
The urrent standard model of osmology is haraterized by both, strik-
ing suesses and grave problems. Most impressive reent suesses onsist
of a omparably sharp determination of the two basi model parameters
(Ωm,ΩΛ) ≈ (0.25, 0.75) by supernovae data, presumed onsisteny with the
estimation of matter density and with the observed anisotropies of the osmi
mirowave bakground (CMB).
1
More settled ahievements of the model are
the explanation of osmologial redshift by an expansion of the spae setions
of spae-time, the haraterization of the CMB as a remnant of a hot early
stage of the universe, and the alulation of ratios of the light elements in
the osmos derived from equilibria in the hypothetial primordial synthesis
of atomi nulei. All this was instrumental for a broad aeptane of the
expansionary osmologial models in the 1960s and is now part of the reent
history of physis (Kragh 1996).
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See, among a ood of literature, (Grøn 2002, Carroll 2001, Peebles 2003a).
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On the other hand, the relative mass density Ωm is an order of magnitude
larger than the relative density of baryoni matter, Ωb ≈ 0.02, maximally
allowed by the theory of primordial nuleosynthesis. Experimental and the-
oretial searh for new kinds of exoti dark matter has so far been without
suess, while the expetation that new insights of partile physis may some
day solve the problem is still widely held (Peebles 2003b, Farrar/Peebles
2004, Ellis 2003). Reent studies indiate, however, that exoti dark matter
of any kind in the high amount demanded by the present mass density data
would ontradit other astronomial evidene (Overduin/Wesson 2004). In
this sense, the postulate of exoti dark matter has turned into an anomaly
of the standard model of osmology (SMC) .
The inonsisteny does not diretly arise from the empirial data. As-
tronomers know well that moleular hydrogen is diult to trae observa-
tionally by absorption or emission. Dynamially determined mass density on
larger sales is onstrained at the moment by 0.1 ≤ Ωm ≤ 1 (Carroll 2001,
26.). It an be restrited by omparison with estimations by other meth-
ods to 0.15 ≤ Ωm ≤ 0.3 (Peebles 2004). The wider interval, or an even
moderately larger one, seems to be onsistent with the bounds for inter-
galati moleular hydrogen as far as it an be estimated from absorption
data (Wszolek 1995). Inonsisteny arises only from assuming the hypothesis
of primordial nuleosynthesis. Theories of struture formation in expanding
universes also build upon the existene of non-baryoni dark matter as a
onsequenes of this hypothesis. But they remain highly problemati in
themselves. The exoti dark matter anomaly gives thus testimony of broad
empirial evidene against the hypothesis of primordial nuleosynthesis. Al-
though the last word in this question has not been spoken, we shall not make
use of it.
Some experts of the eld onsider the paradoxial features of a physially
realisti interpretation of ΩΛ ≈ 0.7, the other parameter of the SMC, as even
more problemati (Carroll 2001, Straumann 1999, Giulini/Straumann 2000).
ΩΛ is interpreted as a ontribution of a dynamial dark energy to the right
hand side of the Einstein equation, due to utuations of the quantum va-
uum or, alternatively, to an unseen stu (quintessene) mathematially
modelled by a salar eld. The seond version has the `advantage' that a
time dependene an be built into the model by a free hoie of a (time-
dependent) potential. In any ase, the atual parameters of the standard
model indiate a monotonous inrease of ΩΛ(t) over the osmi time param-
eter t, while ΩΛ +Ωm remains onstant equal 1, just right to assure atness
of the model's spae setions. Two impliations of the time dependene of
ΩΛ(t) are nevertheless partiularly irritating. Firstly it indiates an ael-
erated expansion of spatial setions with the onsequene of a monotonous
redution of the ausally aessible parts of the universe in the progression of
osmi time. Although this is no problem for SMC as a purely mathematial
model, it has unpleasing philosophial onsequenes if one insists on a realis-
2
ti interpretation of the model. Our marososmos seems to fragmentize into
more and more unonneted parts.
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Seondly, the ratio ΩΛ : Ωm ≈ 0.7 : 0.3
is ruial for supplying at least roughly realisti onditions of struture for-
mation in an expanding osmos, but holds only lose to the present time.
That leads to the osmi oinidene problem muh disussed in the liter-
ature, bringing dierent kinds of anthropi priniples into the game. The
attempts to explain the dynamial dark energy by eletrodynami (or more
general) quantum utuations lead to an error of 120 orders of magnitude,
apparently the worst predition in the history of physis.
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Other problems abound. Astronomial observations show a lak of in-
rease of mean metalliity of galaxies over osmologial time (Corbin e.a.
2003, Brinkman e.a. 2003, Pagel 1997), ontrary to what one would expet
from a globally evolving osmos. Not muh reognized
4
but at least as
irritating for the standard piture is a result of lattie gauge theory, demon-
strating the inonsisteny of the hypothesis of the eletroweak phase tran-
sition in the early universe with the present standard model of elementary
partile physis (Csikor/Fodor 1997). This result also feeds doubts with re-
spet to the muh earlier inationary epoh of the universe. Other authors
onsider the impossibility to ome to satisfying models of struture forma-
tion in an expanding universe as an indiator for a risis of the standard
aproah (Ostriker/Steinhardt 2003). Finally, orrelation studies have shown
that the anisotropies of the CMB an no longer be onsidered to result from
primordial eets only. At least a part of them is due to foreground in-
homogeneities in the ourse of the radiation through galaxies and lusters
(Sunyaev-Zeldovih eet) (Myers/Shanks e.a. 2004). At the moment, the
questions is about how muh of the anisotropies are due to foreground ef-
fets, but it may turn out that the whole anisotropy signal is due to suh
foreground eets.
These are important questions and may beome even more so in the
future. We agree with P. Steinhardt, J. Ostriker, N. Turok and others in
onsidering the great advanes of observational osmology of the last deades
to give new inentives for revisiting the foundations of osmologial model
building, rather than feeling assured of the impeability of the standard
frame (Steinhardt/Turok 2002, Ostriker/Steinhardt 2003).
Dierent to Steinhardt and Turok, who propose a ylial extension of
standard osmology based on quantum physial hypotheses, we hoose here
to reonsider the foundations of relativisti geometry from a more oneptual
point of view whih deals mainly with semi-lassial geometrial onsidera-
tions. We use H. Weyl's old idea of a sale gauge geometry for extending
2
One is tempted to read this property as an unintendedly ironi ounterimage of evo-
lutionary trends of late modern soiety.
3
Giulini and Straumann haraterize a toy estimation of W. Pauli by this qualiation,
although its error is only 27 orders of magnitude (Giulini/Straumann 2000, 9).
4
See, e.g., the otherwise beautiful presentation in (Carroll 2004, 363).
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general relativity and investigate onsequenes for the onstrution of osmo-
logial spae-time. Our extension will be muh weaker than Weyl's original
proposal. It uses integrable Weyl geometry (IWG) only, similar to Dira's
attempts of the 1970s. It will turn out that already this tiny theoretial
modiation of Riemannian geometry is well adapted to the task of analyz-
ing the present problems in osmology. Among others it allows to form very
simple osmologial models whih shed light on the present onstellation of
anomalies.
In the Weyl geometrial approah osmologial redshift an be mathe-
matially haraterized by a Weylian length (sale) onnetion, here alled
Hubble onnetion. Then spae expansion beomes mathematially equiv-
alent to a gauge eet whih may be physial, but need not be so. If it is
not, the osmi mirowave bakground has to be explained by another ause
than at present. For positive spatial urvature a natural alternative was pro-
posed by I.E. Segal in the 1980s by an equilibrium bakground state of the
quantized Maxwell eld (Segal 1983). In this ase, anisotropies would arise
exlusively from inhomogeneities in the foreground.
Our modiation of the oneptual framework of standard osmology is
minimal and the deviation of general relativity on the small sale (solar sys-
tem or galati) is negligible; but it implies onsiderable hanges of geometry
and physis in larger regions. Most importantly, we an form spae-times
with osmologial redshift but without big bang. It depends on the gauge
perspetive, whether there arises an initial singularity or not. Present data
of supernovae Ia, mass density, osmi mirowave bakground, and quasar
frequenies are onsistent with a Weyl geometri version of the Einstein uni-
verse. This approah leads to a time homogeneous osmologial geometry in
large means, where evolution beomes a loal, or better a regional feature in
parts of the osmos only.
In the following setion we start with a reminder of a onservative ex-
tension of GRT, similar to the one proposed by P.A.M. Dira in the 1970s
(setion 2). A broader introdution to the bakground of integrable Weyl ge-
ometry used in this paper an be found in appendix I. We look at Robertson-
Walker geometries from our vantage point and haraterize osmologial red-
shift by a Weylian length onnetion (setion 3). Partiularly simple inte-
grable Weyl geometries useful for osmologial model building (Weyl uni-
verses) are introdued und studied (setion 4). In our approah the data
lead to positively urved spatial setions (Einstein-Weyl models). That sug-
gests to reonsider Segal's alternative explanation of the CMB. The metrial
parameter of Einstein-Weyl universes (one only) is sharply onstrained by
present mass density values (setion 5). The resulting model predits the
redshift-luminosity data data of supernovae SNIa as well as the model lass
of the standard approah. Anisotropies with a peak about the momentum
l ≈ 200 are results of foreground inhomogeneities of the gravitational eld
around galaxy lusters and superlusters. Moreover, Einstein-Weyl mod-
4
els give a surprising geometrial view of quasar frequenies (setion 6). All
in all, the new model lass sheds light on the strategi deisions of theory
onstrution in the standard approah (setion 7).
2. A onservative extension of general relativity
Dira's extended IWG
We follow P.A.M. Dira's proposal for using integrable Weyl geometry in gen-
eral relativity (Dira 1973). After hoie of oordinates x = (x0, x1, x2, x3),
a Weylian metri is loally expressed by a semi-Riemannian metri g and
a dierential 1-form ϕ. g will be alled the Riemannian omponent of the
metri,
g = (gij), ds
2 =
4∑
0
gijdx
idxj .
It expresses metrial relations with respet to a hosen gauge and allows to
ompare metrial quantities diretly only if they are measured at the same
point (event). The additional 1-form,
ϕ = (ϕi), ϕ =
∑
ϕidx
i ,
enodes information of how to ompare metrial quantities between dierent
points of the manifold. It is alled the length or sale onnetion of the
Weylian metri. The pair (g, ϕ) denes a gauge of the metri. It an be
hanged to another one, (g˜, ϕ˜), by a gauge transformation given by
g˜(x) = Ω2(x) g(x) = e2Φ(x)g(x) , ϕ˜ = ϕ− d log Ω = ϕ− dΦ , (1)
with a real valued funtion Φ on a loal neighbourhood. That means, the
Riemannian omponent is resaled and the length onnetion modied by
subtrating the dierential of log Ω of the resaling funtion Ω(x) = eΦ(x).
The gauge transformation is dened in suh a way that, by means of inte-
grals of the sale onnetion, metrial quantities at dierent points may be
ompared independently of gauge (appendix I, equs. (52) to ( 54)).
We generally assume the integrability of the sale onnetion, dϕ = 0, by
reasons given below; that is we work in integrable Weyl geometry (IWG). In
this ase, a semi-Riemannian gauge with vanishing sale onnetion, (g˜, 0),
exists. In the physis literature it is often alled Einstein gauge. For more
details on the geometrial properties of Weyl geometry see appendix I. Please
note the warning with respet to the dierent sign onvention for the gauge
transformation of the dierential form used in most of the physial literature
on IWG.
Free fall trajetories
Drawing upon Dira's gauge sale ovariant geodesis (f. app. I), we an
diretly take over the basi priniple of physial geometry used in GRT:
5
Priniple 1 The trajetories of freely falling partiles are desribed by time-
like, sale gauge ovariant geodesis in IWG. The motion of photons is de-
sribed by gauge ovariant null-geodesis.
The parametrization of geodesis demanded by the postulate is essential.
Transfer of mass and of photon energy (with respet to observer elds) is
haraterized by gauge ovariant geodesis. This is seen dierently in the lit-
erature whih applies Weyl geometry but does not follow the Dira tradition.
In the next paragraph it beomes lear why Dira's approah is preferrable
for physially meaningful usage of integrable Weyl geometry.
Compatibility with quantum mehanis
Priniple 1 is lose to two axioms in the onstrutive axiomatis of Ehlers,
Pirani and Shild (Ehlers/Pirani/Shild 1972). This ground breaking ap-
proah worked with Weyl's gauge invariant geodesis. Dira's modiation
(Dira 1973) was not yet published. The literature following Ehlers e.a.
ontinued in this tradition, f. (Audretsh/Gähler/Straumann 1984, Perlik
1991). That led to unneessary obstales for the use of IWG in general rela-
tivity. In partiular, the ompatibility ondition of quantum mehanis and
Weyl geometry derived in (Audretsh/Gähler/Straumann 1984) seemed to
suggest that Riemann gauge must be hosen and that the Weyl geometri
extension is redundant.
Audretsh/Gähler/Straumann studied Klein/Gordon matter elds ψ on
a Weylian manifold (with vanishing topologial obstrutions) and assumed
them to evolve, roughly speaking, along geodesi paths. More preisely they
onsidered the WKB development of ψ, the series development of the solu-
tions in rising powers of h¯,
ψ = e
iS
h¯
(
ψ0 +
h¯
i
ψ1 + . . .
)
.
Their ompatibility riterion was the geodesiity, in the sense of Weyl's in-
variant geodesis, of the 0-th order approximation of the urrent j assoiated
to the matter eld. They proved that this riterion implies integrability of
the length onnetion. Moreover the matter m assoiated to a eld propa-
gates along the (invariant) geodesi by a fator l−1 with
l := e
∫
1
0
ϕ(γ′)ds
,
the length transfer funtionlike in our appendix I, equ. (52).
In the light of Dira's version of the geodesi, the ompatibility riterion
implies only integrability of the length onnetion. The subsequent argu-
ment of the preferred hoie of Riemann gauge given in (Audretsh/Gäh-
ler/Straumann 1984) is here no longer ompelling. Using the language of
our appendix I, the authors showed that quantum mehanis requires ali-
bration of mass transfer with weight −1 along an invariant geodesis (equ.
6
(54)). In other words, the mass fator is onstant with respet to gauge o-
variant geodesis. Audretsh/Gähler/Straumann showed, without realizing
it, that Dira's modiation established just the right frame to make IWG
ompatible with quantum mehanis. In Dira's approah the mass oe-
ients applied to tangent vetors of timelike sale ovariant geodesis are
onstant in any gauge.
Gauge invariant Einstein equation
In our approah the Weylian length onnetion does not introdue a new
eld into the theory; it just adds another degree of freedom to the met-
ri, the potential of the ane onnetion. Gravity ontinues to be uniquely
desribed by the ane onnetion. In suh a weak extension of general rel-
ativity (eGRT) Weyl geometry plays a very modest role, in omparison to
H. Weyl's original goal of formulating a unied eld theory. But even suh
a modest extension may be helpful for deepening our understanding of the
saling invariane of gravity and eletromagnetism and their interrelation.
This was already envisaged in (Canuto e.a. 1977). In most basi aspets our
approah agrees with this view, although we do not use the large number
priniple (LNP) introdued by Dira in his studies of eGRT in the 1970s
and taken over by Canuto and others. Moreover, the innoent looking, but
geometrially misleading sign onvention for gauge transformation has been
orreted in the sequel.
The dynamis of eGRT remains governed by the Hilbert-Einstein ation
and the Einstein equation. Both have to be reonsidered slightly in the
framework of integrable Weyl geometry. As salar urvature R¯ is of weight
−2 and √|g| of weight 4, the Hilbert-Einstein ation requires an additional
oeient β, with a salar sale ovariant eld β of weight −2, in order to
form a gauge invariant Lagrange density:
LH := β
16π
R¯
√
|g| (2)
We assume a gauge invariant Lagrange density LM := LM
√|g| of matter
and non-gravitational elds, formed by a salar sale ovariant eld LM of
weight -4, omplemented by a vauum Lagrange density LV := Cβ2
√|g|
with any free onstant C. Variation of the rst and the last term of the
ombined ation
S :=
∫
(LH + LM + LV )dx
leads to
∂LH
∂gµν
δgµν =
β
16π
(Ric− 1
2
R¯gµυ)
√
|g|δgµν
∂LV
∂gµν
δgµν = Cβ2gµν
√
|g|δgµν
7
If we set
Tµυ := − 1
2
√|g|
∂LM
∂gµν
,
Λ := 16πβC ,
the Einstein equation with vauum term results:
5
Ric− 1
2
R¯g = 8πβ−1 T − Λg (3)
The Weylian length onnetion is onstrained by the ondition
dϕ = 0 , (4)
as a neessary and suient for ompatibility with quantum mehanis.
Compatibility is here understood in the sense of Audretsh/Gähler/Strau-
mann (1984).
Obviously equations (3), (4) are sale gauge invariant. There is no prob-
lem with the integrability ondition (4) or with the left hand side (l.h.s.) of
the Einstein equation (3), whih ontains only sale invariant terms anyhow.
On the right hand side (r.h.s.) the gauge weights of the fators anel:
[[β−1]] = 2 , [[T ]] = −2 , [[Λ]] = −2 [[g]] = 2 .
Beause of dimensional onsiderations Newton's gravitational onstant is of
weight [[N ]] = [[L3]][[T−2]][[M−1]] = 3−2+1 = 2 and has to be haraterized
by a sale ovariant eld of weight 2 in eGRT. Thus the oeient in equ.
(3) an be identied with it,
β−1 = N .
Then the r.h.s. of (3) aquires the well known form 8πN [ c−4]T − Λg in
physial units.
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This small artie allows to transfer the lassial Einstein equation into
the ontext of integrable Weyl geometry.
This proedure makes sense also from an empirial point of view. If we
write [L], [T ], [E], [M ] for the (physial) dimensions of length, time, energy,
and mass respetively, and use the relations E = hν and E = mc2 as fun-
damental priniples, we get for the gauge weights of the energy momentum
tensor [[(T ij)]] = [[E]] + [[L
−3]] = −4; thus [[(Tij)]] = [[g]] + [[(T ij)]] =
2− 4 = −2.
5
Cf. (Weinberg 1972, Carroll 2004) for the lassial ase and (Canuto e.a. 1977) for
the Weyl geometri variational haraterization of the Einstein equation.
6
In general we use geometrial units with veloity of light c = 1. To failitate the
transition to empirial date we sometimes inlude fators in powers of c in square brakets.
8
From a eld theoretial point of view the extension by introduing the
onnetion ϕ may look trivial. In the next setion it will beome lear that
ϕ is nevertheless able to express physial eets on long range eletromag-
neti radiation in the osmos. It allows to treat spae kinematial and other
energy loss eets of photons on the osmologial level as mathematially
equivalent. In addition we should not dismiss Riemann's idea of utuations
in the small whih may anel in medium range. It may lead to interesting
results if applied to the sale onnetion.
7
Atomi loks and matter gauge
Reent high preision measurements give strong evidene that Newton's
gravitational onstant N is time independent (Will 2001). A physially
meaningful Weyl geometri extension of GRT has therefore to obey the fol-
lowing:
Priniple 2 Measurements by atomi loks orrespond to a gauge in whih
the gravitational onstant, haraterized by the sale ovariant (salar) eld
N , is literally onstant. Suh a gauge will be alled matter gauge. (It is
unique up to a global onstant.)
In any full model of eGRT, a sale ovariant salar eld N˜ of weight
2 has to be speied, whih denes the gravitational onstant. Starting
from an arbitrary representative of N˜ in a gauge (g˜, ϕ˜) one easily resales
by Ω2 = CN˜−1
g := C N˜−1g˜ , ϕ := ϕ˜+
1
2
d log N˜ ,
for any onstant C. That leads tomatter gauge, beause thenN = CN˜−1N˜ =
C. Preditions of the model have to be saled in matter gauge, before they
an be ompared meaningfully with empirial data taken by atomi loks.
In this way, eGRT expresses two well known insights of theoretial physis:
(1) The eld equations of gravity and eletromagnetism are sale invariant.
(2) The introdution of atomi loks, or other metrially relevant mat-
ter strutures, breaks the sale symmetry (sponanteously as sometimes is
added, although with a slightly misleading eld theoreti onnotation).
Classial relativity, in omparison, works with the hidden postulate
matter gauge = Riemann gauge
inbuilt in its oneptual struture. It breaks sale symmetry at an unnees-
sarily early stage of theory development.
From this perspetive, one may read Dira's and P. Jordan's theories of a
time dependent gravitational onstant as rst, unonlusive steps towards
7
Reently Drehsler and Tann have started a researh program whih attempts to
understand mass generation of quantum elds by osillating integrable length onnetions
(Drehsler/Tann 1998).
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a break with suh an identiation (whih they hesitated to do in the end).
An analysis of the Hubble eet (osmologial redshift) gives a stronger, even
onvining reason to relax this traditional identiation.
Curvature quantities
The Riemann/Einstein gauge (g˜, 0) of an integrable Weylian metri with
gauge (g, ϕ) may be onsidered as a onformal deformation of the Rieman-
nian omponent g of (g, ϕ), g˜ = Ω2g. The Riemann and Rii urvature
tensors of the Weylian metri are gauge independent and idential to those
of g˜. Rii urvature Ric = (Rij) of a Weylian metri (g, ϕ) an therefore be
alulated from the transformation formulae of urvature quantities under
onformal deformations as studied in (Frauendiener 2000) . In this way one
nds:
Rij = gRij + 2ϕiϕj + 2∇i ϕj − gij (2ϕlϕl −∇lϕl) (5)
Here as elswhere in this artile, front subsripts gX indiate the urvature
quantity X of the Riemannian omponent g of the Weylian metri. ∇ = (∇i)
denotes Weyl's gauge invariant derivative (the ovariant derivative of the
ane onnetion Γ of the Weylian metri, f. app. I, equ. (55)).
Taking the gauge weight -2 into aount, the salar urvature R¯ beomes
R¯ = gR¯− 6ϕlϕl + 6∇lϕl . (6)
The Einstein tensor G in IWG in the gauge (g, ϕ) is
Gij = gGij + 2ϕiϕj + 2∇i ϕj + gij (ϕlϕl − 2∇lϕl) (7)
(Frauendiener 2000, equ. (13)).
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3. Cosmology in IWG
Robertson Walker models
The standard Friedmann-Lemaître approah explains the Hubble eet, i.e.
osmologial redshift, by an expansion of spae setions. Geometrially it
works with a Robertson-Walker manifold M = I ×f Sκ over an open interval
I ⊂ IR, with a Riemannian 3-manifold Sκ as standard bre, whih arries
a metrial 2-form dσ2 of onstant setional urvature κ. f indiates a warp
funtion (at least twie dierentiable) f : I → IR+ for the onstrution of
the produt metri
g˜ : ds˜2 = −[ c2] dτ2 + (fdσ)2 . (8)
8
The urvature formulae of onformal Lorentz geometry are helpful for orreting errors
in the older literature on IWG. E.g., the expression for the Rii tensor given in the
otherweise very reliable ontribution (Canuto e.a. 1977) is wrong due to a sign error in
one term, inherited from (Eisenhart 1926).
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A osmologial model is dened by speifying a timelike future oriented unit
vetor eld X˜ as a omoving observer eld. The natural hoie
X˜ :=
∂
∂τ
leads to the well known Friedmann-Lemaître models (M,g, X˜), if one imposes
the Friedmann dierential equation as a onstraint for f .
That translates easily to Weyl geometry. We only need to onsider the
observer eld X as a sale ovariant eld of weight −1, in order to make
it unit in every gauge, [[g(X,X)]] = 2 − 1 − 1 = 0. We shall then speak
of a Weyl-geometri Robertson-Walker model, generalizing the Friedmann-
Lemaître ones. We denote it by (M, [g, ϕ,X]); the square brakets indiate
that the data of the Weylian metri and the observer eld transform under
sale gauges. Mathematially they are equivalene lasses.
9
We haraterize the motion of photons semi-lassially by a null-geodesi
γ. Then the photon energy E(τ) measured at a osmi time τ in a omoving
frame with time omponent X(γ(τ))) is aording to the priniples of GRT,
E(τ) = g(γ′(τ),X(γ(τ))) . (9)
This expression is obviously gauge invariant, [[E]] = [[g]] + [[γ′]] + [[X]] =
2− 1− 1 = 0. Thus the redshift z(τ0, τ1) during a transmission from a point
q0 to q1, given by
1 + z(τ0, τ1) =
E(τ0)
E(τ1)
=
g(γ′(τ0),X(γ(τ0)))
g(γ′(τ1),X(γ(τ1)))
, (10)
is also gauge invariant. Our weak extension of GRT allows to modify the
sale gauge without aeting the frequeny shift of photons. That should
be so in any reasonable physial usage of Weyl geometry, beause frequeny
shift is measured by a dimensionless quantity (a ratio of quantities of the
same type).
Einstein tensor for Robertson Walker models in IWG
The Einstein tensor G = (Gij) of a Robertson Walker Weyl model with
gauge (g, ϕ),
g : ds2 = −[ c2] dτ2 + (fdσ)2 , ϕ = (ϕ0, 0, 0, 0) ,
is idential to the Einstein tensor of its Riemann gauged version, beause
of sale invariane of the Einstein tensor and is given by equation (7). It is
obviously diagonal. With ϕ0 =: H, its ruial omponents are:
G00 = gG00 + 3H
2 , gG00 =
3
f2
(f ′2 + κ) (11)
Gαα = gGαα − gαα(H2 − 2H ′) , gGαα = − 1
f2
(2f ′′ + f ′2 + κ)gαα
9
Compare, as a ontrast, the standpoint of treating lassial observer elds in Weyl
geometry (gauge weight 0) in (Perlik 1991).
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Like in the lassial ase, the Einstein tensor G has the form of the energy
momentum tensor of an ideal uid,
G00 = 8πNρ , Gαα = 8πNp ,
where the energy density ρ and the pressure p aquire additional terms from
the Weylian length onnetion.
The equation of motion for f is analogous to the lassial ase:
3(
f ′′
f
−H ′) = −4πN(ρ+ 3p) (12)
The only dierene lies in the additional term −H ′ on the l.h.s..
Hubble gauge
If in a gauge (g, ϕ) of a model (M, [g, ϕ,X]) the redshift is given by the
Weylian length transfer by the formula
1 + z(τ0, τ1) = l(q0, q1) = e
∫ τ1
τ0
ϕ(γ′)dτ
, (13)
we shall all (g, ϕ) the Hubble gauge of the model. In suh a gauge osmo-
logial redshift is ompletely enoded by the length onnetion ϕ.
It is easy to verify that in every Roberton-Walker model a Hubble gauge
exists. We only have to resale the metri (8) by
1
f
. That leads to the
representation of the Weylian metri by
g1 = f
−2g˜ : ds21 = −
dτ2
f2
+ dσ2, ϕ1 = −d ln f−1 = df
f
=
f ′
f
dτ.
Under suh a resaling, the natural (omoving) observer eld X˜ := ∂τ of g˜
has to be resaled (with weight -1) to X := fX˜. X an then be expressed
as a tangent eld of a oordinate time parameter t, if f∂τ = ∂t ↔ fdt = dτ ,
or
dt
dτ
=
1
f
↔ t =
∫ τ
f−1 .
This reparametrisation transforms the Riemannian omponent of the Weylian
metri into a stati form, with the length onnetion ϕ = f
′
f
dτ = f ′dt:
g : ds2 = −dt2 + dσ2, ϕ = f ′(t)dt . (14)
Here ϕ = (ϕ0, 0, 0, 0), ϕ0 = f ′, ontains all the information of the former
warp funtion.
The osmologial redshift of a photon is known from standard osmology
1 + z(τ0, τ1) =
f(τ1)
f(τ0)
.
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Beause of
e
∫ τ1
τ0
ϕ1(γ′)dτ
= eln f(τ1)−ln f(τ0) =
f(τ1)
f(τ0)
ondition (13) is is satised. Thus (14) is the Hubble gauge of the Robertson
Walker model.
The innitesimal hange of redshift at the osmi time parameter t is
the Hubble onstant (better Hubble funtion) H(t) of the model in Hubble
gauge
H(t) =
df
dt
= f ′(t) .
It is dierent to the one seen in the standard approah, due to dierent
salings of the osmologial time parameter:
Hstand =
df
dτ
(τ0) = f
′(t(τ0)) t
′(τ0) =
f ′(τ0)
f(τ0)
.
Photon energy E with respet to an observer eld is a sale ovariant
salar eld of gauge weight [[E]] = −1. Its motion aording to Dira's
gauge ovariant geodesis implies that in Hubble gauge it propagates along
invariant null geodesis by alibration transfer of weight −1. The same holds
for the wave vetor k of a photon along a null-geodesi and also for the mass
of a freely falling partile.
Astronomial observations work with related quantities of dierent gauge
weight. An important example ist the energy ux F of the radiation emitted
by astronomial soures. F is observed as energy per time and per area. Its
gauge weight is [[F ]] = [[E]][[t]]−1[[l]]−2 = −1−1−2 = −4. It seems natural
to extend our rst priniple to suh quantities by:
Priniple 3 In Hubble gauge, energy quantities of gauge weight k transmit-
ted by the ompound system of the gravitational and eletromagneti elds
propagate by alibration transfer of weight k in the sense of appendix I, equa-
tion (54).
Aording to this priniple, the energy ux of astronomial soures dereases,
in Hubble gauge, by a fator l(γ(t))−4, where l is Weyl's length transfer fun-
tion (52). In the sequel we shall use only this onsequene. Readers who
doubt the general priniple may put it bak in seond le.
Extension of equivalene priniple
Let aus ompare Riemann/Einstein gauge (8) and Hubble gauge (14) with
repet to possible physial interpretations of our osmologial models. The
rst ase suggests a physial expansion of spatial setions desribed by the
warp funtion f . This interpretation is the default hoie of present rela-
tivisti osmology. It orresponds to the assumption that atomi loks and
energy tranfer of photons are naturally desribed by Riemann gauge (Rie-
mann gauge is matter gauge, in our terminology). Equation (14) shows that
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the same properties of osmologial redshift an be desribed equivalently in
a geometry respeting the priniples of (weakly extended) GRT, but without
any ontribution from spae expansion or diverging ow lines of the observer
eld. Hubble gauge (14) may even be physially `true', i.e. adequate, if
osmologial redshift is due to an energy loss of photons during the passage
of long distanes in the ompound system of the osmi vauum and the
bakground eletromagneti and gravitational elds.
F. Zwiky and other representatives of the rst generation of relativis-
ti osmologists, among them E. Hubble, R. Tolman and H. Weyl, assumed
suh a eld theoreti, more physial ause (Weyl 1930, 300) for osmolog-
ial redshift. In the seond half of the 20th entury this assumption was
revived under the name of tired light hypothesis (J.P. Vigier e.a.). The
spei version of Vigier's tired light hypothesis was refuted by astronomial
observations in the 1970s, not the general assumption behind it.
In the Weyl geometri framework spae expansion and energy loss in
the ether beome mathematially equivalent expressions for the same os-
mologial redshift, if we use, like Einstein, de Sitter, Weyl and others, the
abbreviated term ether for the ompound system of bakground elds (and
the quantum vauum, we have to add now). In this sense, eGRT allows to
extend Einstein's equivalene priniple in a mathematially preise form to
spae kinematial eets and energy loss of photons in the osmi ether.
Ane onnetion
Using Riemannian oordinates xα in the spatial bre Sκ the spatial part of
the metri is
dσ2 =
∑3
α=1 dx
2
α
(1 + κ4
∑3
α=1 x
2
α)
2
. (15)
With the abbreviations
B := (1 +
κ
4
3∑
α=1
x2α)
−1 , H := f ′ (16)
the non-vanishing oeients of the ane onnetion of a Hubble gauged
Robertson-Walker model with oordinates as in (14) beome (Greek indies
α, β, γ = 1, 2, 3, Latin indexes i, j, k = 0, . . . , 3):
Γ000 = [c]H , Γ
α
0α = [c]H , Γ
0
αα = B
2H
2
[c]
, (17)
Γααα = Γ
β
αβ = −B
κ
2
xα , Γ
β
αα = B
κ
2
xβ , for β 6= α.
Although the ane onnetion is gauge invariant the expression of Γ dif-
fers from the ordinary Christoel symbols Γ˜ of Robertson-Walker manifolds
(Riemann gauge), beause of the dierent parametrizations of osmologial
time. A omparison shows that Γ˜000 = 0, while all the other Christoel sym-
bols look formally the same as in equ. (17). This is also the ase for the two
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other omponents of the ane onnetion, ontaining osmologial terms,
Γ˜α0α = [c]H and Γ˜
0
αα = B
2H2
[c] . But in this ontext the Hubble funtion
is dierent, H = f
′
f
. For possible dynamial onsequenes for low veloity
orbits only the dierene in Γ000 matters. H is equal to the observational
value of the Hubble onstant H0 anyhow, and in this sense independent of
its representation in the model.
Consequenes for low veloity orbits
Dynamial onsequenes of osmologial ontributions to the ane onne-
tion an be alulated by post-Newtonian approximation to geodesis (sale
ovariant or invariant) (Weinberg 1972, 213.). We only have to apply the
method to integrable Weyl geometry and eGRT.
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The equation of motion for mass points in eGRT, parametrized in oor-
dinate time t is (see appendix II, equ. (60)):
d2xα
dt2
= −Γα00 + Γ000
dxα
dt
− 2Γα0β
dxβ
dt
− Γαβγ
dxβ
dt
dxγ
dt
+2Γ00β
dxα
dt
dxβ
dt
+ Γ0βγ
dxα
dt
dxβ
dt
dxγ
dt
This is formally idential to the result in Riemannian geometry (Weinberg
1972, equ. (9.1.2)), but here the ane onnetion is the one of Weyl geom-
etry.
We onsider a gauge (g, ϕ) of a Weylian metri with orthogonal oor-
dinates, g = diag(g00, g11, g22, g33) and ϕ of the simple form (ϕ0, 0, 0, 0)
as in all our osmologial appliations (we shall use the terminology ϕ is
osmologial). The Christoel symbols whih are ruial for low veloity
approximations up to rst order veloity terms an be read o from equ.
(55):
Γ000 = gΓ
0
00 + ϕ0 , Γ
α
0α = gΓ
α
0α + ϕ0,
Γα00 = gΓ
α
00 , Γ
α
0β = gΓ
α
0β for α 6= β , Γαβγ = gΓαβγ
That leads to the equation of motion for low veloities:
d2xα
dt2
≈ −Γα00 + Γ000
dxα
dt
− 2Γα0β
dxβ
dt
d2xα
dt2
≈ −gΓα00 + gΓ000
dxα
dt
− 2 gΓα0β
dxβ
dt
− ϕ0 dx
α
dt
(18)
The last term of the equation ontains the dierene between the oor-
dinate aeleration of dynamis dened by the semi-Riemannian omponent
10
Nearly 30 years ago A. Maeder alulated low veloity approximations of Weyl geo-
metri geodesis in the Dira-Canuto researh program by essentially the same method
(Maeder 1978b). Our understanding of eGRT demands some seemingly minor modia-
tions. Interestingly enough, they have deisive onsequenes.
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alone and the Weyl geometri modiation. It shows that a non vanishing
osmologial Weylian length onnetion ϕ leads to an additional oordinate
aeleration aH proportional to the veloity, but of inverse sign, with ϕ0 as
oeient:
11
aH = −ϕ0dx
α
dt
= −Hdx
α
dt
(19)
In the Hubble gauge of Robertson-Walker manifolds ϕ0 = H is the Hubble
funtion (in the ase of Weyl universes below even onstant, H = H0).
This result has to be ompared with the one derived in the orresponding
Friedmann-Lemaître model (Hubble gauge versus Riemann gauge). For the
latter the osmologial orretion term of oordinate aelerations is
aH = −2H0dx
α
dt
, with H0 :=
f ′
f
(t0) (20)
(equ. (62), app. III). The osmologial aeleration terms of the standard
Friedmann-Lemaître approh and the Weyl geometri models are formally
analogous, but dier by a fator 2. This dierene has observable onse-
quenes.
Solar system observations
The observational value for the the Hubble onstant is
H0 ≈ 2.27 (±0.2) 10−18 s−1
orresponding to H0 ≈ 70 kms−1Mpc−1 (±8%). With typial veloities of
spaerafts like Pioneer 10 or 11, v ≈ 3 · 106 cms−1, we have to expet addi-
tional deelerations from the osmologial orretion term for suh veloities
at the order of magnitude
aH = −H0v ∼ 10−12 cms−2.
This is 9 orders of magnitude below a typial value of gravitational ael-
eration a10AU in the solar system at the distane of 10 astronomial units
AU , and 4 orders of magnitude below the anomalous aeleration aP of the
Pioneer spaerafts determined in the late 1990s (Anderson e.a. 1998),
a10AU =
NM
(10AU)2
≈ 5.9 10−3 cms−2 , ap ≈ 8.74 (±1.33) 10−8cms−2
11
A similar result was derived by A. Maeder, but with a dierent (wrong) sign. Due to
a sign inonsisteny between saling funtion and length onnetion, inherited from the
reading of Weyl's gauge transformation ommon in the physial literature, Maeder was
misled to believe that the Hubble eet of Weyl geometry leads to a (positive) aeleration
and may explain the osmi ight tendeny leading to the Hubble redshift (Maeder
1978b). It is the other way round; the osmologial terms of the guiding eld indue a
deeleration for low veloity orbits and is a onsequene of the Hubble eet. Compare
appendix III.
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(N Newton onstant, M solar mass).
Present solar system tests of GRT work at an error marge orrespond-
ing to aeleration sensitivity several orders of magnitude larger than aH
(Will 1993, Will 2001). With respet to this evidene eGRT in our sense
is eetively an α1 = . . . = α4 = ζ1 = ζ2 = ζ3 = 0, β = γ = 1 theory in
terms of the parameters α1, . . . , ζ1, . . . , β, γ of parametrized postnewtonian
gravity (PPN). By present standards the osmologial orretion of eGRT
annot be distinguished from lassial (semi-Riemannian) relativity on the
level of solar system observations. If it ould, also the osmologial terms
of the ane onnetion in the standard approah would lead to observable
onsequenes.
This observation does not exlude the possibility that other modia-
tions of the Weylian sale onnetion, arising loally and diering from the
large osmologial mean, may have observable onsequenes inside the solar
system.
Determination of dynamial mass
For the determination of dark matter by dynamial observations of large
mehanial systems on the luster or super luster level (virial theorem or
generalizations) osmologial orretion terms for the dynamial equations
of point masses have to be taken into aount.
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J. Peebles looks at veloities
~v and aelerations ~g of galaxies relative to the homogeneous bakground
model, i.e., relative to a kind of `omoving' observer system without expan-
sion (he speaks of peuliar veloities). They are dierent from the observed
veloities and aelerations, whih inlude osmologial eets. By a striking
heuristi argumentation Peebles introdues a osmologial orretion term
in an expanding universe model with expansion funtion a(t) and arrives at
at total aeleration of the form:
∂~v
∂t
= ~g − a˙
a
~v (Peebles 2003a, equ. (51)) (21)
As
a˙
a
(t0) = H0, this omes down to using a osmologial orretion term
whih is onsistent with the low veloity dynamis in IWG (equ. (19)) and in-
onsistent with Friedmann-Lemaître models (equ. (20)) or Riemann/Einstein
gauge of Robertson Walker manifolds in general (ompare app. III).
The reent investigations of mass densities by dierent methods have
led to omparably sharp onstraints for the mass density in the universe.
Peebles gives intervals with fator ≤ 3 between upper and lower bound,
0.15 ≤ Ωm ≤ 0.4 or even 0.15 ≤ Ωm ≤ 0.3 (Peebles 2003a, Peebles 2004).
Already on the luster level the osmologial orretion term is at the order
of magnitude of the peuliar aeleration (in Peeble's terminology).
13
Its
substitution by the osmologial orretion term −2H0v˙ of the Friedmann-
12
Cf. (Peebles 2003a, 581f.), more in detail (Peebles 1980, 63.).
13
(Maeder 1978a, 84)
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Lemaître approah would lead to onsiderable deterioration of data oher-
ene. For super luster data we have to expet a omplete breakaway from
the fator smaller 3 ahieved during the last years.
By obvious reasons we demand mathematial onsisteny between eval-
uation proedures of empirial data and the osmologial model aepted
as theoretial bakground frame. The evaluation of observational data of
dynamial mass aording to J. Peebles' osmologial orretion term is on-
sistent with IWG, rather than with the Riemann/Einstein gauge presupposed
in F-L models. Thus the present dynamial data on mass densities and their
omparison with other methods speak strongly in favour of the Weyl geomet-
ri approah to Robertson-Walker manifolds. We have to onsider Hubble
gauge as a serious andidate for dening the physial metri (matter gauge in
our terminology). We therefore turn towards investigating the simplest ases
of Weyl geometrial models under the premise of Hubble gauge as matter
gauge.
4. Weyl universes
We start by studying the simplest models of Weyl geometrial Robertson
Walker osmologies with onstant Hubble onnetion, f ′ = const =: H,
ϕ = Hdt. They are time homogeneous, behave niely from the physial
point of view ( in Hubble gauge) and have good properties as osmologial
models.
Denition
More preisely, we work in a manifold M = I × Sκ with Weylian metri
g : ds2 = −[ c2] dt2 + dσ2 , ϕ = Hdt , (22)
where H is a onstant in the literal sense (usually denoted by H0 := H).
dσ2 is the metri on a spae of onstant setional urvature Sκ, given, for
example, in Riemann oordinates (equ. 15). Suh a model will be alled
a Weyl universe. (22) is its Hubble gauge. We shall speak of an Einstein-
Weyl universe in the ase κ > 0, of Minkowski-Weyl or Lobahevsky-Weyl
universes for κ = 0 or κ < 0, respetively. AWeyl universe will be alled non-
degenerate, if H > 0. For the sake of simpliity, we assume simply onneted
spatial bres and the validity of the Poinaré onjeture in dimension 3
(whih seems to be proven).
In addition to the empirial argument given above, the properties of the
r.h.s. of the Einstein equation give strong theoretial reasons to demand the
sale ovariant eld N to be onstant in this gauge (priniple 2). Hubble
gauge is the most natural andidate for matter gauge in these models (see
below, energy momentum tensor).
Redshift
In a Weyl universe the length transfer funtion of equ. (52) along any path
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γ(s) = (s, c(s)) with c(s) ∈ Sκ and γ′ = u from an event q0 lying above t0
to an event q1 above t1 is
l(q0, q1) := e
∫ t1
t0
ϕ(u)
= e
∫ t1
t0
Hds
= eH(t1−t0) . (23)
Beause of path independene it is idential to the integral along a lightlike
urve, thus 1+z = eH(t1−t0). The distane in gauge (14) between two events
q0 = (t0, p), q1 = (t1, p) with the same projetions p in the spatial bre Sκ,
is d(q0, q1) = [c](t1 − t0). For events q0 = (t0, p0), q1 = (t1, p1), p0, p1 ∈ Sκ,
with lightlike onneting path and of spatial distane d(p0, p1) in Sκ, the
osmologial redshift from q0 to q1 is
1 + z = eH(t1−t0) = eH1d(q0,q1) , H1 := c
−1H = c−1H0 . (24)
Semi-Riemannian pitures
If one wants to onsider a Weyl universe from the semi-Riemannian point
of view, one has to use the length transfer funtion of equ. (23) as saling
fator,
g¯ : ds¯2 = e2H(t1−t0)(−dt2 + dσ) . (25)
This metri is being disussed in the literature under the name sale ex-
panding osmos for the speial ase κ = 0 (more preisely, sale expanding
Minkowski spae) (Masreliez 2004). Taken at fae value, g¯ does not dene a
proper osmologial model, as the observer eld assoiated to the oordinate
time X = ∂t is not unit. It has the norm |X|2 = −e2Ht. One may hoose
between two possibilities of resaling.
Resaling the oordinate time only by τ := H−1eHt ↔ t = H−1 logHτ
leads to a linearly expanding Robertson-Walker manifold M = IR ×f Sκ. It
is just another desription of the metri (25) in Riemann gauge:
g : ds2 = −dt2 + (Ht)2dσ2
Resaling the whole metri by the fator Ω(t)2 = e−2Ht leads bak to Hubble
gauge, equ. (22), of the Weyl universe, here with at ex-ante spae setions
(i.e. the Minkowski-Weyl universe).
14
Isometries
Two Weyl universes are isometri if their ratios
κ
H2
oinide (Sholz 2004,
Prop. 3). We therefore introdue the module of a Weyl universe
ζ :=
κ
H2
. (26)
14
J. Masreliez argues with the unobservability of sale expansion for material measure-
ments. In this way he impliitly uses Hubble gauge for the omparison of theoretially
derived quantities with observational values. He does not draw, however, full advantage
of the underlying Weyl geometri struture.
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The non-degenerate Weyl universes (H > 0) form a ontinuous 1-parame-
ter spae of isomorphy lasses, haraterized by the module ζ. The Hubble
onstant H is a (global) saling quantity. Empirially it has been measured
with great auray, in omparison with other osmologial data. Thus the
lass of Weyl universes has only one essential metrial parameter whih has
to be tted and ompared with observational values. The supernovae data
indiate learly that in our model lass ζ > 0, in fat it is at the order of
magnitude ζ ∼ 1 (see end of setion 5). In the sequel we therefore onen-
trate on Einstein-Weyl models.
Dynamial deformations
For the investigation of stability questions we have to leave the restrited
lass of Weyl universes and onsider metrial deformations whih keep max-
imal symmetry of the spatial bres and the Hubble onnetion. A generi
exemplar of a dynamially deformed (gauged) Weyl universe (22) is given by
M = I ×f Sκ and a Weylian metri
g : ds2 = −[ c2] dt2 + f2dσ2 , ϕ = Hdt , (27)
with twie dierentiable funtion f : I −→ IR+, lose to the onstant fun-
tion f1 ≡ 1 and onstant H. Equation (12) then redues to the lassial
equation of motion for the warp funtion of Robertson-Walker universes:
3
f ′′
f
= −4πN(ρ+ 3p) (28)
We ome bak to this equation in setion 5 when we disuss stability ques-
tions.
Curvature
The ane onnetion of the Hubble gauged Robertson Walker models (equ.
(17)) leads to the following urvature data of Weyl universes (ompare also
equs. (5), (6), (7)):
Riemann tensor
Rαβαβ = (κ+H
2)B2 for α 6= β , B as in equ. (16),
Rijkl = 0 in all other ases,
Setional urvatures
κS = κ+H
2
in 2-diretions tangential to the spatial bres
κT = 0 in surfae diretions ontaining a timelike vetor,
Rii tensor
Ric = 2(κ+H2)dσ2 , Rij = 2(κ+H
2) diag(0, 1, 1, 1) ,
Salar urvature
R¯ = 6(κ +H2) .
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The urvature quantities of Weyl universes look exatly like those of a stati
model with spatial setional urvature κ′ = κ+H2. The Hubble onnetion
seems to supply the spatial bres with an additional urvature term H2.
That explains the terminology ex-ante setional urvature for κ and of total,
or eetive setional urvature for κ + H2 (of the spae bres). Note that
the ane onnetion behaves dierently (equ. (17)). In spatial diretions it
is equal to the one of stati osmologial models, but it has additional terms
in timelike diretions.
Historially minded readers may like to re-read Milne's kinematial os-
mology with linearly expanding spatial bres in Minkowski spae as the
Robertson-Walker piture of a Lobahevsky-Weyl universe with ζ = −1
(Kragh 1996, 60.). The more reent sale expanding osmos is an ex-
ample of a Minkowski-Weyl spae (ζ = κ = 0). We have reasons to prefer
the Einstein-Weyl ase (κ > 0).
Einstein tensor
The l.h.s of the Einstein equation of a Weyl universe an now diretly be
read o. In Hubble gauge it is
Ric− 1
2
R¯g = 3(κ+H2)dt2 − (κ+H2)dσ2 . (29)
It presupposes a r.h.s. 8πN T with an energy stress tensor T of an ideal
uid with total energy density ρ and negative pressure p < 0, satisfying the
strange equation of state,
p = −1
3
ρ , (30)
like in the lassial stati models. We refer to it as the hyle equation. Here
the word hyle is used as a metaphorial expression for the ompound materio-
energeti system whih lies at the base of the r.h.s. of the osmi Einstein
equation. Its pressure is related to the geometrial parameters by
p = −κ+H
2
8πN
[ c4] = − H
2
8πN
(ζ + 1)[ c4] . (31)
Clearly energy density and pressure are onstant in Hubble gauge. Al-
though onstant solutions have been onsidered as unrealisti sine the de-
tetion of osmologial redshift in the 1920s, we are no longer fored to so
in the light of the Weyl geometri approah.
In Riemann gauge energy density depends on the osmi time parameter
τ in suh a manner (∼ τ−4) that a reasonable physial interpretation seems
to be exluded. The total energy ontent of spae setions is not onstant in
this gauge and the Friedmann equation does not hold (O'Neill 1983, 351). If
we want to investigate whether Weyl universes may be useful for modelling
osmi geometry, we have to aept Hubble gauge as a reasonable andidate
for haraterizing the behaviour of atomi loks (priniple 2).
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Λ term
For Λ 6= 0, T ontains a ontribution proportional to the term −Λg in
equation (3), in addition to better known forms of radiation energy and
matter ontent of the universe, whih we abbreviate by Trad and Tm:
T = Tm + Trad − 1
8π N
Λg = Tm + Trad + TΛ , (32)
where TΛ = − 18pi NΛg is asribed to the osmi vauum.
If T is solely due to dilute, old (pressure free) matter, Trad = 0, we get
TΛ =
κ+H2
8pi N (dt
2 − dσ2)). The energy densities ρm and ρΛ of Tm and TΛ
beome
ρm =
2(κ+H2)
8πN
[ c4] and ρΛ =
κ+H2
8π N
[ c4] .
Under this speial assumption, muh too restrited as we shall see in setion
5, the energy densities have relative values similar to those of the lassial
Einstein universe,
Ωm :=
ρm
ρcrit
=
2
3
(ζ + 1) , ΩΛ :=
ρΛ
ρcrit
=
Ωm
2
,
where
ρcrit =
3
8π N
H2[ c4] (33)
is the the ritial energy density of the standard approah.
For Trad 6= 0, the state equations of the Maxwell eld prad = 13ρrad and
of the vauum pΛ = −ρΛ lead to the pressure ondition
ρΛ − 1
3
ρrad =
κ+H2
8πN
.
Therefore the equations (32), (29) teah us that:
Ωm +ΩSeg +ΩΛ = ζ + 1 (energy density ondition) (34)
ΩΛ − 1
3
ΩSeg =
ζ + 1
3
(pressure ondition) (35)
Light one and light spheres
Beause of onformal invariane of the light one, the traes of null geodesis
in Weyl universes with Weyl gauge (g, ϕ) are idential to traes of null
geodesis of the Riemannian omponent g only. They an easily be de-
sribed. Let us denote the length of the projetion of the segment t ≤ s ≤ t0
of a null geodesi γ(s) into the spatial standard bre Sκ by r. Abbreviating
the redshift between t and t0 by z, we nd
r = c|t− t0| = H−1 ln(z + 1).
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We all the intersetion of the light one with spatial bres a light sphere
and r its radius.
In a Weyl universe of ex-ante setional kurvature κ, Hubble onstant H,
and module ζ = κH−2, the area O = Oκ of light spheres in dependene of
redshift an easily be alulated. It is
Oκ =
4π
κ
SIN2k (
√
ζ ln(z + 1) ,
where k = ±1 or 0 and SIN1 := sin, Sin0 := id, SIN−1 := sinh.
The volume V (z1, z2) sanned by the light one between redshift values
z1 ≤ z2 is aordingly15
V (z1, z2) =
z2∫
z1
(z + 1)−1O(z)dz. (36)
Apparent luminosities of astronomial soures
Beause the energy ux F (z) of a radiating soure propagates by alibration
transfer of weight −4 (priniple 3) and distributes over light spheres with
area O(z), it depends on redshift like16
F (z) ∼ (z + 1)−4O(z)−1 .
After redshift orretion of the measured energy by the fator (z + 1), the
energy ux Fcorr is proportional to
Fcorr ∼ (z + 1)−3O(z)−1.
Then the luminosity distane d2L :=
L
4piF , with L absolute luminosity and F
the measured ux beomes:
dL ∼ (1 + z)
2
√
κ
SINk(
√
ζ ln(1 + z)) (37)
For the apparent magnitude of a osmi soure,
m := −2.5 log F + C,
15
The proof of the rst statement is obvious, as we alulate areas of spheres with radius
r = H−1 ln(z+1) in the 3-geometries of onstant urvature radius a = κ−
1
2
and use (26).
For the volumes we only need to integrate over innitesimal volume layers Odx0 of the
light one, substitute dx0 = cd|t|, and use equation (24).
16
Readers who are doubtful of priniple 3, may want to avoid it and prefer to alulate
in the Robertson Walker piture with traditional methods of saling down the ux in
expanding universes (not to forget the gauge fators between Weyl and Riemann gauge).
The result is the same.
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where the onstant C ontains the dependene on the absolute magnitude
M , we get
m = −2.5 log(z + 1)−3O(z)−1 + C = 5 log(z + 1) 32
√
O(z) + C ,
or
mk(z) = 5 log
(
(z + 1)
3
2√|ζ| SINk(
√
|ζ| ln(z + 1))
)
+ C. (38)
For k = 0, that is to be understood in the sense of the limit ζ → 0,
m0 = 5 log
(
(z + 1)
3
2 ln(z + 1))
)
+ C.
Angular size
The great simpliity of Weyl universes results in simple expliit expressions
for other geometrio-physial properties. For the Einstein-Weyl ase, the
angular size of objets with diameter b in distane d is given by spherial
trigonometry for k = 1, beause the light one struture is onformally
invariant under deformation of the lassial Einstein universe to the Einstein-
Weyl one. Angular sizes of suh objets are given by
sin
α
2
=
sin b2a
sin d
a
, (39)
where a := H
−1√
ζ
is the (ex-ante) radius of urvature of spatial setions.
5. Segal bakground and vauum energy
Segal bakground
I.E. Segal proved the mathematial existene of a bakground equilibrium for
the quantized Mawell eld in the lassial Einstein universe (Segal 1983). He
proposed to onsider this equilibrium radiation as an alternative explanation
of the osmi mirowave bakground. His existene result an be transferred
to the Einstein-Weyl ase. We should, however, not diretly identify the
CMB with the Segal bakground, as Segal did. Beause of the long range di-
retional properties of the CMB, observable among others by its anisotropy
properties, it appears impossible to interpret the CMB as a diret expression
of a bakground state of the Maxwell eld in stohasti equilibrium. Any
long range diretional signals would have been absorbed by the stohastial
equalization of the bakground. If the CMB is due to the Segal equilibrium
state, it an only arise as a redshifted austi phenomenon of the Segal bak-
ground radiation emitted lose to the observer's rst onjugate point in the
spatial bre Sκ.
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Figure 1: Relative magnitudesm of soures at redshift z (absolute magnitude
M = −19) and refoussing of radiation in Einstein-Weyl universe (ζ = 1.5)
lose to the onjugate point, here at zconj ≈ 12
The luminosity funtion m+(z) for the Einstein-Weyl ase reets the
refoussing of the light one at the onjugate point by a rapid inrease of
luminosity near the orresponding redshift value, zconj . Theoretially it even
beomes singular m+(z)→ −∞ for z → zconj (gure 1).
In this ase, the Segal bakground (whih is of exat Plank harateris-
ti) has to lie in the infrared band and an be onsidered as a kind of modied
Olbers eet. Here the night sky is not as bright as Olbers expeted, be-
ause its energy is damped by the Hubble eet. It is not pereived diretly,
beause in the infrared band a separation of osmi and other origins is very
diult to ahieve (Dwek/Hauser 2001), and the bakground itself does not
possess the properties of direted radiation. Only its austi from the onju-
gate point does and has been redshifted by zconj , the value of z at the rst
onjugate point of the observer.
If the CMB is suh a austi phenomenon in an Einstein-Weyl universe
with module ζ, the temperature of the Segal bakground an be alulated
using (equ. (24)) at the rst onjugate point with distane d = πR, R =
H−1ζ−
1
2
:
TSeg = (zconj + 1)TCMB = e
piζ
−
1
2
TCMB . (40)
The energy density of a Plank radiation of temperature T ,
ǫ(T ) =
π2
15(h¯c)3
(kB T )
4 , kB Boltzmann onstant,
gives the relative energy density of the Segal bakground:
ΩSeg(ζ) =
ǫ(TSeg)
ρcrit
=
π2(kB e
piζ
−
1
2 TCMB)
4
15(h¯c)3ρcrit
(41)
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TCMB and the Hubble onstant H = H0 have been empirially determined
with high preision:
H0 = 2.27 (±0.2) 10−18 s−1, 17 TCMB = 2.725 (±0.004)◦K . (42)
Equation (41) thus establishes a funtional relationship between ζ and ΩSeg.
Energy densities
For the total r.h.s tensor T of the Einstein equation we now have to take
the radiation ontribution Trad = TSeg of the Segal bakground to T into
aount,
T = Tm + TSeg + TΛ . (43)
The energy density and pressure equations, (34), (35), and (41) give 3 inde-
pendent onditions for the geometrial and matter parameters ζ,Ωm, ΩSeg,
ΩΛ. A single additional empirial datum, like the mass density parameter
Ωm, sues to speify the model ompletely. Although Ωm is muh less
preisely determined empirially, the present interval
0.1 ≤ Ωm ≤ 0.4 (44)
gives a omparably sharp onstraint for the module, ζ ≈ 1.58 ±12%, beause
Ωm is small in omparison with ΩΛ +ΩSeg (see table 1).
Table 1: Balaned density parameters depending on Ωm
Ωm 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
ΩΛ 1.25 1.23 1.22 1.20
ΩSeg 1.20 1.13 1.07 1.00
ζ 1.55 1.57 1.59 1.61
Ωm matter density parameter, ΩΛ vauum energy density, ΩSeg radiation energy
density of the Segal bakground, ζ geometrial module of Einstein-Weyl universe
The error interval for ΩΛ and ΩSeg is ±8%, mainly due to the error of
ρcrit (inherited from H0). The error bound for ζ is the interval of table 1
plus 8%. We thus arrive at the following values of the parameters for an
Einstein-Weyl geometry of osmi spae-time:
Ωm ≈ 0.25 (±60%), ΩΛ ≈ 1.23, ΩSeg ≈ 1.1 (±8%), ζ ≈ 1.58 (±12%),
(45)
Here we have presupposed that the energy and pressure onditions hold.
In the next paragraph we disuss how suh an assumption may be physially
founded.
17
That orresponds to H0 ≈ 70 kms
−1Mpc−1 (±8%).
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Stability questions
The preise understanding ahieved during the 1960s for neessary and suf-
ient onditions for the appearane of singularities and their strutural
properties ontributed strongly to disredit not only the lassial stati so-
lutions but also all other osmologial solutions without initial singularity
(Rayhaudury 1955, Penrose 1965, Hawking/Penrose 1970, Hawking/Ellis
1973). The deep existene theorems for these types of singularities depend
essentially on the deision of lassial relativity for the semi-Riemannian
struture and its inbuilt deision for Riemann gauge as matter gauge in the
sense of our postulate 2.
Clearly Weyl universes do not ontradit these theorems (they have an
obvious initial singularity in Riemann gauge), but the singularities loose
the immediate geometrial and physial importane of the lassial geomet-
ri setting. The upper bounds for geodesi lengths in the estimations of the
theorems no longer prove inompleteness in other gauges. Our simple exam-
ples, the Weyl universes, are inomplete in Riemann gauge but geodesially
omplete in Hubble gauge.
Geometry alone (in the sense of IWG) does not tell anything about the
real existene of an initial singularity and/or stability. Turning the table we
onsider the possibility that quantum vauum proesses, expressed summar-
ily by ΩΛ, the bakground equilibrium state of the quantized Maxwell eld
ΩSeg and the matter omponent Ωm of the energy ontent in the universe
stand in a balane expressed by
ΩΛ = ΩSeg +
1
2
Ωm . (46)
Suh a balane annot be onsidered a result of the physial geometry of
GRT. If it orresponds to physial reality, it is due to an exhange equilibrium
in large means between the osmi vauum, the Maxwell eld and the matter
ontent of the universe.
Equation (46) implies the hyle ondition p = −ρ3 . The equation of motion
for the deformation of Weyl universes (28) tells us that in this ase f ′′ = 0
and f ′ = const. This does not lead outside the lass of Weyl universes.
Without loss of generality we may assume the deformed model to be Hubble
gauged, i.e., f ′ = 0. In this sense Weyl universes are stable.18
Thus the use of Weyl universes does not presuppose to assume an a-
priori stati geometry. Time homogeneity of the Weyl metri, both of its
Riemannian omponent and of its length onnetion, may be onsidered as
the geometrial result of a dynamial exhange balane between the quantum
vauum, the Maxwell eld (Segal bakground), and matter proper. In this
sense statis beomes a speial ase of dynamis on the level of osmology
like in other ontexts.
18
Surely this argument an be rened. For the speial type of the Milne universe that
has already been done. Compare (Rendall 2005, 27).
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The new approah is no longer stati in the sense of the 19th entury or
the rst generation of relativisti osmologists of the 20th entury, Einstein,
de Sitter and others. To make this dierene lear we better all the new
models neostati. They only appear to be stati in large means; in smaller
regions warps and utuations modify the piture and may even dominate.
Vauum energy
In reent bakground eld (BF) studies of the quantum vauum with Chern-
Simons ations, C. Castro has alulated a geometri mean of vauum energy
density by assuming the existene of an inmum l and a supremum L of
physially meaningful length sale (lower and an upper uto) (Castro
2002, Castro 2005):
ρvac = [h¯c](l L)
−2
The inmum is naturally given by the Plank length lP l = c
−1( h¯N
c
)
1
2
.
With the Plank energy EP l = c
2( h¯c
N
)
1
2
, Castro's vauum energy density
beomes
ρvac = EP ll
−1
P l L
−2 = c4N−1L−2 (47)
Adopting the Hubble length H−11 = cH
−1
0 as (infrared) uto sale, whih
seems plausible although slightly ad-ho in the frame of standard osmology,
Castro observed that his result reprodues preisely the observed value of
the vauum energy density (Castro 2005, 974, 1022).
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Castro's result beomes more onvining in the ontext of Einstein-Weyl
models. There a natural supremum for length sales is given by the distane
L = πr to the next onjugate point (the semi-irumferene of the spatial 3-
sphere). With L−2 = π−2κ = π−2H2ζ, the relative value of Castro's vauum
density is
Ωvac =
ρvac
ρcrit
=
8
3π
ζ . (48)
For ζ = 1.55 Castro's alulation gives Ωvac ≈ 1.32, only 6% above the
value for ΩΛ at ζ = 1.55, ΩΛ ≈ 1.25 (table 1). This is in fat a striking
agreement inside the error interval 8%. For higher values of ζ the error
inreases moderately. It leaves the error interval at ζ = 1.58.
In the Weyl geometri approah, the vauum energy density is onstant
in large means. It is not aeted by the dynamial dark energy anomaly
of the standard approah. If C. Castro's alulation an be justied in a
working quantum eld theoreti frame (e.g., the quantized Cliord group
uniation proposed in (Castro 2005)), we have a satisfying solution of the
vauum onstant riddle.
19
The ad-ho value L = H−1
1
leads to Ωvac =
8
3pi
≈ 0.85 ∼ 0.75. That is a great
ahievement in omparison to the 120 orders of magnitude error of the quantum utuation
alulation.
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Our equations (34), (46) and (48) indiate how a (titious) model uni-
verse without ponderable mass, might look like:
ΩΛ = ΩSeg =
ζ + 1
2
=
8
3π
ζ , Ωm = 0 (49)
It haraterizes a pure ether state of the universe, in whih the quantum
vauum exites the eletromagneti eld suiently to indue a Segal bak-
ground, suh that a time-homogeneous geometrial state is aquired. In the
ase of (49) the negative and positive pressures of both omponents supple-
ment eah other suh that the hyle equation (30) is satised.
If we join equations (41) and (42), the geometrial module of a matter free
model universe with a Castro vauum and Segal bakground is determined
as ζ ≈ 1.43. Then we nd ΩΛ = ΩSeg ≈ 1.22. These values haraterize the
Einstein-Weyl geometry of a bakground osmi gravitational eld indued
by the osmi vauum and a ounterbalaning Segal radiation. Our observed
universe appears as a modiation of this bakground system by a small
amount of ponderable matter (f. equ. (45)). Matter breaks the identity of
ΩΛ and ΩSeg and deforms the balaning ondition slightly.
6. Preditions, observational onstraints and perspetives
Finally we have to disuss whether Einstein-Weyl universes have an empirial
surplus value, i.e., whether they have empirially testable onsequenes
beyond those used to determine the model parameters.
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In this sense we
now disuss some preditions relative to the observational input data, equ.
(42) and 0.1 ≤ Ωm ≤ 0.4.
Supernovae Ia
One the input data for H0, TCMB and Ωm have been xed (equs. (42),
(44)), the luminosity redshift data of supernovae Ia (Perlmutter e.a. 1999)
are predited by our model (gure 2). The t quality ompares well with the
one ahieved by the Friedmann-Lemaître model lass.
21
Although the best t
for Einstein-Weyl models is reahed at ζ ≈ 1.8, the t quality dereases only
insigniantly with hanges of the module in the interval 1.5 ≤ ζ ≤ 1.61.22
Sine the late 1990s the supernovae data have widely been onsidered
as a proof for the orretness of the present standard model and as lear
empirial evidene for an aelerated expansion of the universe. Physiists
started to be onvined that an unknown type of dynamial dark energy
exists and blows our universe apart. The omparably good t in the Weyl
universe lass relativizes suh straight forward realisti interpretations of
20
Compare also (Sholz 2004) and the semi-popular exposition (Sholz 2005).
21
In the F-L model lass the best t of the data set of (Perlmutter e.a. 1999) has
dispersion 1.21σdat (σdat = mean square error of the observational data). The best t in
the Einstein-Weyl model lass is below 1.23σdat.
22
Rise from 1.227σdat for the best t to 1.228σdat, still below 1.23σdat. Cf. (Sholz 2004).
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Figure 2: Relative magnitude m of supernovae Ia, M = −19.3, at redshift z
in Einstein-Weyl model with ζ ≈ 1.5 (line). SN Ia data (dots) from (Perl-
mutter e.a.1999).
Friedmann-Lemaître models. They provide a sound, general relativisti, al-
ternative interpretation in whih the supernovae luminosities are predited
without suh strange model properties.
Anisotropies of osmi mirowave bakground
For ζ ≈ 1.5 the ontributions to the anisotropy signal between 0.8◦ and 1◦
resulting from regions with small redshift, z < 1, are due to inhomogeneities
on luster level. A strong orrelation between anisotropies and luster po-
sitions for small redshifts has been empirially observed. It is disussed in
(Myers/Shanks e.a. 2004). The authors onsider the orresponding temper-
ature loss to be aused by the Sunyaev-Zeldovih eet. For larger redshifts,
1 ≤ z ≤ 6, inhomogeneities on the size level of superlusters ome into the
play. The observed temperature losses are here aused by rossings of re-
gions in whih the Hubble eet (due to the gravitational eld or exhange
with the Segal and/or vauum bakground) may be above average. The
Einstein-Weyl model lets us expet temperature utuations in orrelation
with the dierene of the number of lusters and super lusters passed by
a geodesi path to the next onjugate point from the statistial mean. A
peak is expeted at angles ≈ 0.9, orresponding to a angular momentum
l ≈ 200. It is aused by super lusters in a wide band about the equatorial
2-sphere of the spatial bre. The interval 1 ≤ z ≤ 6 overs about 80% of the
volume of the spatial 3-sphere. These eets dominate the total anisotropy
signal. The distribution of objets at dierent size levels leads to typial
utuation of the overall stohastial distribution in the anisotropy signal.
The deomposition into higher momenta of spherial harmonis has still to
be analyzed.
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Quasar frequenies
As a bonus, unknown to the standard approh, the Einstein-Weyl model
allows to predit the relative distribution of quasars and other osmi objets
over redshift by the geometry of the light one. The volume of light one
layers orresponding to equal inrements in redshift inreases obviously until
the passage of the equatorial sphere and starts to derease thereafter.
A quantitative evaluation (gure 3) shows that the volume inrements
behave very muh like the observed quasar frequenies reported in (Fan e.a.
2003). From the perspetive of Einstein-Weyl models, quasars appear to be
approximately equally distributed on large osmi sales, at least until the
frequeny peak at z ≈ 2. For larger z the inremental volumes derease, but
not as fast as the observed quasar frequenies. Apparently seletion eets
(most importantly a rapid derease of sensibility of CCD detetors in the
frequeny range of quasar light emission above z ≈ 2) take over here.
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Figure 3: Number of equidistributed objets observable in equal redshift
intervals of length ∆z = 0.076 in Einstein-Weyl universes, ζ = 1.3 (oarse
dashing), ζ = 1.5 (undashed) and ζ = 1.7 (ne dashing), normed by a total
number N = 14610 up to z ≤ 2.28. Comparison with quasar ounts of SDSS,
rst data release (dots).
A similar inrease and peak lose to z ≈ 2 (not yet the ank of the
derease) has been observed for γ-ray bursts (Lamb 2002). In the Einstein-
Weyl models these formerly unrelated observational regularities appear as
simple results of the light one geometry.
A less ritial frame for struture formation
If the Einstein-Weyl model is a physially adequate representation of osmi
time-spae geometry in the large, the idea of a global evolution of the osmos
turns out to be a tion. Evolution, transformation and disintegration of
strutures then make sense only on a regional level. In this framework
there is no reason to expet an inrease of the mean metalliity of galaxies
over very long (osmi) time intervals. Struture formation beomes a
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muh more open eld. It is no longer subjet to to the prearious `balane'
between the expansion dynamis of the universe and attrative fores of
exoti old dark matter.
The time perspetive is opened, and quasars need no longer be onsidered
as produts of the formation period of galaxies. In the Weyl geometri frame
it appears at least as natural to onsider quasars as produts of areted mass
in nulei of old galaxies. In the neighbourhood of quasars and ative galati
nulei there seem to arise very high temperatures. Perhaps they provide
distributed loi for very high temperature ontributions to nuleosnythesis
whih have to exist in addition to stellar nuleosynthesis and are looked for
shortly after the big bang in the standard approah.
Of ourse, these questions an only be answered in a further interplay of
empirial studies and theoretial investigations.
7. Summary and onlusions
We have seen that only small hanges of Dira's version of integrable Weyl
geometry are neessary to turn it into a oneptual frame for a physially
meaningful onservative extension of GRT. It makes an otherwise suppressed
sale invariane of the Einstein equation visible. The standard explanation
of osmologial redshift by spae expansion and a more physial one (Weyl)
by an energy loss of photons an now be treated on the same mathematial
footing. In this sense, IWG beomes an exellent oneptual frame for an
extension of Einstein's equivalene priniple.
Dynamial onsequenes of the modiation of GRT inside the solar sys-
tem are several orders of magnitude below observational errors, while they
do matter on the size level of lusters and above. That has onsequenes for
the alulation of dynamial mass density Ωm from observational data. The
present method for alulating dynamial mass turned out to be inonsistent
with the framework of Friedmann-Lemaître osmology, while it is onsistent
with IWG (Hubble gauge).
Our investigation of the simplest oneivable Weyl geometri models,
the Weyl universes, demonstrates that many osmologial phenomena an
well be represented in a a time homogenoeus (neo-stati) time-spae ge-
ometry with a single geometrial parameter. Those with positive ex-ante
spatial urvature, the Einstein-Weyl universes, seem to be promising andi-
dates for osmi geometry and avoid the anomalies of the standard approah.
They allow to predit the supernovae luminosities as well as the standard
approah, give an explanation of the osmi mirowave bakground and its
anisotropies, dierent from the standard one, and are onsistent with dynam-
ially determined matter densities. Moreover, they give a basially geometri
explanation for the harateristi behaviour of quasar frequenies (or those
of γ-ray bursts) in dependene of redshift.
The assumption of a Segal equilibrium as bakground of the eletro-
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magneti eld even makes our models appear quite realisti. At the side
of the ΛCDM (Λ, old dark matter) model of the standard approah with
(Ωm,ΩΛ) ≈ (0.25, 0.75) we an now plae an IWG model onsistent with the
present estimations of mass density and other data. It assumes only ordi-
nary dark matter (mostly moleular hydrogen) and a vauum energy density
withouth the irritating dynamial behaviour of the standard approah.
The model assumes a Segal bakground, as an equilibrium state of las-
sial radiation. It may be abbreviated by ΛSDM (Λ, Segal bakground,
ordinary dark matter). A typial speiation in terms of today's aepted
mass densities is (Ωm,ΩΛ,ΩSeg) ≈ (0.25, 1.23, 1.1) with a geometrial mod-
ule ζ ≈ 1.58. These data lead to an exellent agreement with C.Castro's
alulation of the vauum energy density from the assumption of an in-
mum of physially valid lengths at the Plank sale lP l and a supremum
at the distane to the antipodal point on the spatial sphere. Other mass
densities of the presently aepted interval do not destroy the onsisteny
with the other empirial data whih are onsidered here, although Castro's
vauum energy density moves beyond the bounds of the error interval for
ΩΛ.
Our disussion of observational onstraints shows that it is not neessary
to projet the omplexity of osmology onto the physio-geometrial frame-
work. While for the haraterization of the matter and energy ontent of the
world, an introdution of more parameters is learly appropriate, geometry
may stay omparably simple if a proper oneptual perspetive is hosen.
We see that the diret translation of the empirially determined param-
eters haraterizing matter and energy distribution into properties of an
imputed spae-time expansion, whih is harateristi for the standard ap-
proah, is no neessary onsequene of general relativity, one it is understood
in the extended frame of IWG. It is a result of the deision for Riemann
gauge, inbuilt in the standard theory. We have found rst evidenes that
this deision may rather be a fault than a strength of the present standard
model of osmology. Surprising onsequenes of this strategi theory deision
are usually not onsidered as primarily mathematial model features whih
arise as unhappy onsequenes from tting the phenomena. They are usu-
ally thought to represent some transendent temporal physial reality, at
least in the oial self-image of mainstream osmology.
23
Although suh a
basi belief annot be disproved by alternative theories, the Weyl geometri
approah shows that it is not neessary to share it. A general relativisti
symboli representation of the universe in the large is possible along dierent
lines. In partiular the disussion about dynamial dark energy seems to
ontain more soial imaginery, than physiists usually like to admit. We now
see that it is no neessary outome of theory development and of empirial
ndings.
23
A dierent opinion is expressed by the signers of the letter (Arp e.a. 2004).
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All in all, the Weyl geometri approah to general relativity opens a
path towards analysing the open questions of osmology deeper than be-
fore and with less inbuilt oneptual restritions than in the lassial semi-
Riemannian paradigm. This will remain so, even if it should turn out that
Weyl universes oer just another over-simplied geometrial frame for the
maro-osmos we onsider ourselves part of.
Appendies
Appendix I: Basis of integrable Weyl geometry
Weylian metri
We work with a Weylian metri on a 4-dimensional dierentiable manifold
M , given by a Lorentzian metri g of signature (−,+,+,+) and a real valued
dierential 1-form ϕ.24 After hoie of oordinates x = (x0, x1, x2, x3), the
metri is given loally by
g = (gij), ds
2 =
4∑
0
gijdx
idxj ,
ϕ = (ϕi), ϕ =
∑
ϕidx
i.
g is the Riemannian omponent of the Weylian metri and ϕ its length or
sale onnetion. The pair (g, ϕ) denes a gauge of the metri. It an be
hanged to another one, (g˜, ϕ˜), by a gauge transformation
g˜(x) = Ω2(x) g(x) = e2Φ(x)g(x) , ϕ˜ = ϕ− dΦ , (50)
with a real valued funtion Φ on a loal neighbourhood.
The struture of a Weylian manifold onM is given (loally) by an equiva-
lene lass [g, ϕ] of gauges. It is important to keep in mind, that the Weylian
metri is not hanged under a gauge transformation; only its representation
by Riemannian omponent and length transfer is. This is omparable to
the hange of representations of a semi-Riemannian metri under oordinate
transformations. For a full haraterization of the hange of physial refer-
ene systems we have to take gauge ovariane into aount, in addition to
oordinate ovariane.
24
(Weyl 1918, Eddington 1923, Bergmann 1942, Folland 1970, Ehlers/Pirani/Shild
1972, Dira 1973, Canuto e.a. 1977, Bouvier 1977, Hehl e.a. 1989, Tiwari 1989,
Drehsler/Tann 1998, Frauendiener 2000, Varadarajan 2003, Sholz 2004)
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Warning: In his st presentation of the newly developed gauge geometry
to a physial audiene, Weyl used a dierent sign onvention for the gauge
transformation of the dierential form (Weyl 1918a):
ϕ˜ = ϕ+ d logΩ
That did not aet the eld theoretial intentions of this artile and made
his gauge onnetion look more losely like a potential as used in the ele-
tromagneti literature. It aeted, however, the possibility of the straight
forward alulation of a gauge invariant length transfer ruial for Weyl's
geometrial approah, see equ. (53) and (54) below. The length transfer
funtion had now to be alulated by the reiproal of the transfer integral.
This geometrially anti-intuitive sign onvention was introdued into the
physial literature by W. Pauli's publiations (Pauli 1919, Pauli 1921) and
(Eddington 1923). Weyl never again used this geometrially maladroit sign
hange onvention.
25
Unfortunately it has beome standard in the physis
literature and may have ontributed to the obstales for aquiring a proper
geometrial understanding of Dira's retake of integrable Weyl geometry in
the 1970s. Weyl's original sign hoie agrees with the denition of gauge
transformation in modern dierential geometry and will be used here.
Length transfer and sale ovariant elds
Any salar, vetorial or tensorial quantity w on M whih transforms under
resaling of the metri by Ω(x)2 = e2Φ(x) like
w˜(x) = Ω(x)kw(x), k ∈ ZZ (51)
will be alled a sale ovariant eld of weight k. More preisely, a sale
ovariant eld is an equivalene lass of salar, vetor or tensor valued
funtions on M with representative seleted by a hoie of gauge.26 Dira
took up Eddington's terminology of (Eddington 1923). Thus in his papers
(Dira 1973, Dira 1974) and the literature following him, sale ovariant
elds are alled o-ovariant salars, vetor or tensor elds.
We write k = [[w]] for the gauge weight of w. The Riemannian omponent
of the metri is of weight [[g]] = 2, gij is of weight −2 et., while the length
onnetion is no sale ovariant eld at all. It transforms like a onnetion
in the modern sense of dierential geometry and is, in this sense, a gauge
quantity sui generis.
If the length onnetion is integrated along a dierentiable path γ(s),
s ∈ I = [0, 1](or another interval I), the integral an be used as a length
transfer funtion l(p0, p1) between the endpoints p0 := γ(0) and p1 := γ(1)
l(p0, p1) := e
∫
1
0
ϕ(γ′)ds
. (52)
25
Cf. (Weyl 1919, Weyl 1921), 3rd and later editions of (Weyl 1918b).
26
More formally in (Sholz 2004); this haraterization is due to M. Krek.
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Comparing vetors at dierent points p0, p1, say ξ ∈ Tp0M and η ∈ Tp1M ,
by the quotient
|η|g
l(p0, p1)|ξ|g (53)
gives a gauge independent riterion whih is in general path dependent (al-
though not so for integrable Weyl geometry).
The onept of length transfer generalizes naturally to salar sale ovari-
ant elds of any gauge weight. If l(γ(s)) is the length transfer with respet
to a gauge (g, ϕ) and a urve γ in M, a salar sale ovariant eld f of gauge
weight k, dened along γ, is said to propagate by alibration transfer along
γ, if
f(γ(t)) = l(γ(t))kf(γ(0)). (54)
The length onnetion is alled integrable, if suh integrals between the
same points are path independent. On the loal level that is equivalent to
dϕ = 0 .
Then Φ(x) =
∫
ϕ(γ′), and the Weylian metri an be given a (semi) Rie-
mannian form by resaling to g˜ := Ω2g, with Ω(x) := l(p0, x). This leads to
the Riemann gauge (g˜, 0) with vanishing length onnetion. Here we onsider
only integrable Weylian metris. Compatibility with quantum physial stru-
tures makes this restrition neessary (Audretsh/Gähler/Straumann 1984).
Ane onnetion
Every Weylian metri (also a non-integrable one) speies a uniquely de-
termined ompatible ane onnetion Γ. Its omponents dier from the
Levi-Civita onnetion gΓ of the Riemannian omponent g of the Weylian
metri in a hosen gauge (g, ϕ) by
Γijk = gΓ
i
jk + δ
i
jϕk + δ
i
kϕj − gjkϕi . (55)
Here δij denote the Kroneker delta (δ = diag(1, 1, 1, 1)). Γ is an invariantly
dened geometrial objet, although the right hand side ontains a gauge
dependent expression of it. It leads to a gauge invariantly dened ovariant
dierentiation ∇Γ of vetor and tensor elds on M , in the sense of Rie-
mannian dierential geometry, and a gauge invariantly dened geodesi γ,
γ′(s) = u(s),
d
ds
ui + (∇Γ)ijuj =
d
ds
ui +g Γ
i
jku
kuj + 2ϕju
iuj − gjkujukϕi = 0 . (56)
The Riemann urvature tensor R = (Rijkl) is gauge invariantly dened
by the Weyl-Levi-Civita onnetion Γ, and so is the Rii urvature Ric =
(Rij), Rij = R
k
ikj whih is diretly derived from it. Only the salar urvature
R¯ = gijRji depends on an additional use of the Riemannian omponent of the
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Weylian metri; it is a salar sale ovariant eld of weight [[R¯]] = [[gij ]] =
−2.
Gauge ovariant dierentiation
In order to give better expression to physial properties in Weyl geometry
Dira introdued the onept of a gauge (sale) ovariant dierentiation DΓ
of sale ovariant elds in addition to the gauge invariant dierentiation ∇Γ.
If w = (wi) is a Weyl vetor eld of weight [[W ]] = m, its sale ovariant
dierential is given by
DΓw := ∇Γw +mϕ⊗ w , (57)
in oordinates
(DΓw)
i
j := ∂jw
i + Γijkw
k +mϕjw
i ,
with the abbreviation ∂j :=
∂
∂xj
. Aordingly, a salar sale ovariant eld
a of weight [[a]] = m, has gauge ovariant dierentiation (DΓa)j = ∂ja +
mϕj . For tensors of higher order, the length onnetion terms of the gauge
ovariant dierentiation are formed analogously to the terms in the ane
onnetion (see (Canuto e.a. 1977, appendix A)). Here we will use only the
gauge ovariant dierentiation of vetor and salar sale ovariant elds. We
will abbreviate the notation in the sequel by writing
D := DΓ ,
where ambiguities an be exluded by the ontext.
Dira's gauge ovariant dierentiation enhanes the mathematial lan-
guage of Weyl geometry and adapts it better to physial purposes. For
example, the denition of a geodesi by Weyl's ovariant dierentiation ∇Γ
is gauge invariant. If γ, with tangent eld u(s) := γ′(s), is a gauge invari-
ant geodesi, its norm is a salar sale ovariant eld of weight 1, beause
|u|2 = g(u, u) and [[g(u, u)]] = [[g]]+ [[u]]+ [[u]] = 2+0+0 = 2. Therefore a
gauge invariantly dened geodesi neessarily hanges length under gauge
transformations not only in nite intervals but also innitesimally, beause
its tangent eld u is a well dened lassial vetor eld along the urve.
For the expression of general relativisti partile mehanis in terms of Weyl
geometry this is a disturbing behaviour. Geodesis have to be resaled be-
fore they an be used to desribe partile paths and energy-momentum of
partiles (inluding photons). That was not only ritial for Weyl's original
proposal of a unied eld theory; it also would lead to unneessary ompli-
ations for the weak extension of general relativity we use here.
27
Gauge ovariant geodesis, distane
Thus the expression of general relativisti strutures in terms of Weyl ge-
ometry is greatly failited by Dira's denition of a sale ovariant geodesi
27
Compare the lumsy treatment of osmologial redshift in (Sholz 2004), whih an
be onsiderably simplied by the use of Dira's geodesis. See below.
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γ(s), u := γ′, of weight [[u]] = −1. It arises from an invariant (Weylian)
geodesi by sale ovariant reparametrization (weight -1) and an be dened
by the dierential equation
d
ds
ui +Diju
j =
d
ds
ui + Γijku
kuj − ϕjuiuj = 0. (58)
Introduing the term gΓ of the Riemannian omponent that is
d
ds
ui +g Γ
i
jku
juk + ϕju
iuj − gjkujukϕi = 0 .
Formally, the ruial dierene to (equ. (56)) lies in the dierent fator of
the ϕj term resulting from the weight orretion term −ϕjujuj from sale
ovariant dierentation.
The parametrization of a sale ovariant geodesi is gauge dependent
by denition; its tangent eld u is of weight −1 (like it should be for the
symbolial expression of energy-momentum of a partile). Beause of
[[g(u, u)]] = [[g]] + 2[[u]] = 2− 2 = 0
the norm |u| is of weight 0, i.e., it is a lassial salar (an in-salar in Ed-
dington's and Dira's slightly idiosynrati terminology). In semi-Riemannian
gauge, the norm is a onstant, e.g. |u|2 = −1, for a timelike urve. As this
is true in any gauge, gauge ovariant geodesis are well adapted to express
general relativisti partile behaviour in the Weyl geometri framework. We
have therefore adopted Dira's sale ovariant denition of geodesis in the
sequel (priniple (1) below). To ensure onsistene with lightlike geodesis,
we also dene sale ovariant nullgeodesis by equ. (58), although the
attribute is no longer to be understood literally.
Distanes will be measured in the Riemannian omponent of eah gauge
(g, ϕ) along geodesis γ, γ′ = u, (gauge ovariant or not):
d(g,ϕ)(p0, p1) :=
∫ τ1
τ0
√
|g(u(τ), u(τ))|dτ for p0 = γ(τ0), p1 = γ(τ1) (59)
By denition they are gauge dependent. Where ontext makes lear whih
gauge is referred to, we simply write d(g,ϕ)(p0, p1) = d(p0, p1).
Appendix II: Low veloity orbits
We derive the low veloity onsequenes of the Hubble eet in the two
gauges we are interested in (Hubble gauge and Riemann gauge) without du-
pliation of eorts. Readers who dislike or even mistrust Weyl geometry an
easily follow the argument for the lassial ase by putting ϕ = 0 from the
outset, or know the result anyhow (Weinberg 1972, 213.). As in the main
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text, we use index denotations α, β, γ = 1, 2, 3, i, j, k = 0, 1, 2, 3. We on-
sider a timelike urve c(s) in proper time parametrization s in a oordinate
system (x0, x1, x2, x3), with x0 =: t the oordinate time. For the inverse
funtion s(t) of t(s) we have, in abbreviated notation, s′t′ = 1 and thus:
d2xα
dt2
=
ds
dt
d
ds
(
ds
dt
dxα
ds
) =
(
ds
dt
)2 d2xα
ds2
−
(
dt
ds
)
−3 d2t
ds2
dxα
ds
If c is a timelike geodesi with c′ = u, |u′|2 = −1, it satises (equ. (58)) and
therefore
d2xα
dt2
=
(
ds
dt
)2 (
−Γαij
dxi
ds
dxj
ds
+ ϕi
dxα
ds
dxi
ds
)
−
(
ds
dt
)3 dxα
ds
(
−Γ0ij
dxi
ds
dxj
ds
+ ϕi
dt
ds
dxi
ds
)
= −Γαij
dxi
dt
dxj
dt
+ ϕi
dxα
dt
dxi
dt
+ Γ0ij
dxi
dt
dxj
dt
dxα
dt
− ϕidx
i
dt
dxα
dt
We thus get the equation of motion for mass points in eGRT, parametrized
in oordinate time:
d2xα
dt2
= −Γα00 + Γ000
dxα
dt
− 2Γα0β
dxβ
dt
− Γαβγ
dxβ
dt
dxγ
dt
(60)
+2Γ00β
dxα
dt
dxβ
dt
+ Γ0βγ
dxα
dt
dxβ
dt
dxγ
dt
Note that the length onnetion terms whih ome from the sale o-
variane modiation of the geodesi equation anel. This is expression
of the fat that only the trae of the geodesi enters into the oordinate
time parametrization of the dynamial equation (60). In the result the dy-
namis of mass points in eGRT is governed by the guiding eld (the ane
onnetion), like in the lassial semi-Riemannian ase (Weinberg 1972, equ.
(9.1.2)). Here, of ourse, the length onnetion enters into the ane on-
netion and inuenes the dynamis. With it, the hoie of a physially
orret (matter) gauge an in priniple be read o from the dynamis of
mass points.
Appendix III: Cosmologial orretions for low veloity orbits
If we want to study the tiny osmologial eets on motions inside the solar
system or of other low veloity motions like lusters dynamis, we have to
superimpose osmologial terms on the weak eld approximations used in
the respetive ontext. We do so for both, the lassial ase and the Weyl
geometri, Hubble gauged version of Robertson-Walker manifolds. To x
the imagination, we start from onsidering the relativisti Newton potential
g = diag(−1−2Φ, 1, 1, 1) with Φ(x) = −NM
r
and superpose the osmologial
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onstribution on the guiding eld (the ane onnetion). The argument
holds, however, more in general, for all small relativisti orretions in
post-Newtonian approximations.
In the Friedmann-Lemaître piture, the Hubble eet arises mathemati-
ally from the warp funtion in the metri
ds2 = [c2]dt2 − f2(t)dσ2 .
Here the spatial omponent of the metri is usually expressed in spherial
oordinates (x1, x2, x3) = (r, θ, ϕ) (here ϕ denotes, of ourse, an angle, no
onnetion). The only non-vanishing Christoel symbols whih enter the low
veloity approximation are
Γα0,α =
f ′
f
,
beause, among others, Γ000 = 0 and Γ
α
0β = 0 for α 6= β. Of ourse the
Weylian length onnetion term in (18) vanishes, but the third term of the
low veloity equation gives a osmologial orretion to the solar system
ontribution, with
f ′
f
= H. In the Newtonian ase we get for t = t0,H(t0) =
H0:
d2xα
dt2
≈ −gΓα00 − 2 gΓα0β
dxβ
dt
≈ −∂αΦ− 2H0dx
α
dt
(61)
Thus there is a low veloity eet of the expandings spae osmology, if it is
taken seriously.
28
It onsists of an aeleration proportional, but opposite, to
the veloity of the objet with regard to a osmologial omoving oordinate
frame with fator 2H0.
If a post-Newtonian weak eld approximation, for example derived from
the Shwarzshild solution, leads to the r.h.s Ψ(x, x′) of the equation, the
osmologial orretion of a Friedmann-Lemaître model is formally the same
d2xα
dt2
≈ Ψ(x, x′)− 2H0 dx
α
dt
. (62)
In the Hubble gauged Weyl geometri view of Robertson Walker mani-
folds, equ. (14), the ane onnetion, or more preisely its osmologial
ontribution, is
Γ000 = Γ
α
α0 = f
′ , Γ0αα = gααf
′ , Γαβγ = Γ˜
α
βγ ,
28
Some astrophysiists seem to believe that inside galaxies the spae expansion is some-
how suspended and the warp funtion has a realisti interpretation only in intergalati
spae. In this (in my view unserious) interpretation of the expanding spae osmology,
the Hubble eet ould not have any solar system eet at all.
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with Γ˜αβγ the Christoel symbols of the (onstant) spae bre Sκ. All other
omponents of Γ vanish. The Hubble parameter is H = ϕ0 = f
′
and f ′(t0) =
H0. The superposition with the solar system weak eld approximation like
above yields the low veloity equation
d2xα
dt2
≈ Ψ(x, x′)−H0dx
α
dt
. (63)
Thus the low veloity aeleration eet is in form omparable to the one
in the Friedmann-Lemaître approah. But here it is due to the Hubble
onnetion and only half the value of the lassial model. In partiular, the
osmologial low veloity orretion is not dependent on the purely spatial
urvature κ. For Weyl universes the situation is partiularly simple; here
f ′ = H is a true onstant, the Hubble onstant H0.
There is no disagreement in present astrophysis that osmologial or-
retion terms have to be taken into aount for the estimation of dynamial
masses on the level of galaxy lusters. There are, however, dierent ap-
proahes for the alulation of the how the orretion should be alulated.
In (Peebles 1980) we nd a striking heuristi derivation of a osmologial
orretion term for aelerations of a low veloity motion (equ. (14.1) .).
Here a desription of a motion x(t) to be expeted by dynamial laws in
a loal oordinate system without osmi expansion (peuliar motion in
Peebles' language), is ompared to a orresponding motion x˜(t) expeted in
an expanding osmology with sale fator a(t). Beause in x˜′(t) = a′x+ ax′
the rst term may be negleted in approximations, the author arrives at
x˜′′ = a(x′′ + a
′
a
)x′. The dynamially eetive aeleration is then
x′′ =
1
a
x˜′′ −H0x′ ,
with
a′
a
(t0) = H0.
The result of this intuitively onvining argument diers from the os-
mologial orretion term of the Friedmann-Lemaître ontext, but agrees
with the low veloity approximation in IWG. As (Peebles 1980) may be
onsidered an authoritative referene work for theoretial methods used in
empirial determination of dynamial mass densities, we onlude that the
atual pratie of evaluation of dynamial mass data is onsistent with the
framework of IWG, but it is inonsistent with the Friedmann-Lemaître ap-
proah. In the latter the osmologial orretion term for low veloity orbits
had to be twie as large.
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